
AW-t964
M.Sc, Semester-Ill (CBCS Scheme) Examination

PHYSICS

Paper-3 PHY-I : Electrodynamics-Il
(Radiation & plrsma physics)

fime : Three Hours] fMaximum Marks : g0

N_ote :- AII questions are compulsory.

EITHER

1. (a) Obtah wave equations for electric and magnctic field in frce space. 8

(b) Show that retarded potential (Scalar) satisfics wavc equation. 8

OR

(p) Derive a relation for power of slnchrotron radiations and discuss about its directional
distibution. l0

(cD Obtain Abraham Lorentz lbrmula for the radiation reaction forcc. 6

EITHER

2- (a) Prove that the magnetic moment is invariant in slov.iy varying magnctic ficlds. 6

(b) What are first and third Adiabatic Invariants ? Explain the second Adiabatic invariant.

Give the proof of its invariancc. 10

OR

G)

(q)

Explain the polarisation drift for a particle in time varying electric field. 8

Discuss the motion of a particle when it drifts in crossed electric and magnctic flclds.
8

I]ITHT]R

3. (a) What are the conditions that a plasma must satis$ 1 6

(b) Enlist applications of plasma physics. 4

(c) Deduce the equation of the lorv frequency plasma dieleclric constant for transverse

motion. 6

OR

(p) Explain Debye Shiclding. Deduce an exprcssion for a Debye length. 8

(q) Discuss fluid drift parallel to magnetic field. 4

(r) What is convective derivativc ? Discuss its physical significance. 4

EITHER

4. (a) What are plasma oscillations ? Prove that plasma frequency depends on piasma density.

8
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(b) State and dcrive the dispersion ralillon for elecuoslalius iu[-c1-c\tiron rrar es 6

(c) Exp)ain : Plasma Appro\rmalron. 2

OR

(p) Deduce the equation of the upper h1'brid iiequency in case of e ectrostatic electron

oscillarions pcrpcndicular to magnetic field. 8

(q) Explain the differencc bclqeen lispersion curves fbt ion wavc ald clcctron wave- :l

(r) Derive a relalion for the io$elr)brid fiequenc). 4

EITHER

5. (a) Explain : The Whistler mode. 6

(b) How the plane of polarisation ii rotated in caae oi }-araday Rota.ion ? 6

(c) Discuss the rellectior of r?-dio vaves lrom ionosphere. 4

OR

(p) Obtain Appleton-Hartrec lb:mujir ti)r tlle fropagation of electromaf [etic waves through
ionosphere. 8

(q) Draw a CIr{A diagrarn. 2

(r) Derive dispersion relati,rn for h!'dromagnelic u'a\cs. 6
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